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Main Question 

• What are the fundamental causes of the large

differences in income per capita across

countries?



Theory



Relationship between Income and 
settler mortality 



Mortality and Settlement 

• Pilgrim fathers decided to migrate to the US rather

than Guyana because of the high mortality rate in

Guyana.

• Beauchamp Committee in 1795 decided to send

British convicts to Australia rather than the island of

Lemane and Southwest Africa.

• In places where the early settlers faced high mortality

rates, there would be less incentive for new settlers to

come.



Types of Colonization and Settlement 

• Settler Colonies

• Australia 

• Congo

"the colonies should be exploited, not by the operation

of a market economy, but by state intervention and

compulsory cultivation of cash crops to be sold to and

distributed by the state at controlled prices."



Institutional Persistence 

• Setting up institutions that place restrictions on

government power and enforce property rights is

costly

• The gains to an extractive strategy may depend on the

size of the ruling elite.

• If agents make irreversible investments that are

complementary to a particular set of institutions, they

will be more willing to support them, making these

institutions persist.



OLS Results 



IV:Mortality of Early Settlers

Relevance Condition:

• Is this related to protection of property 

rights?

Exclusion Restriction:

• Is this excluded from the main regression?



Regressions



Protection and Settler mortality are correlated





OLS vs. IV Results



Robustness 

• A. Additional Controls 

• B. Overidentification Tests 



A. Additional Controls 



A. Additional Controls 



A. Additional Controls 



B. Overidentification Tests 



Result

• Many economists and social scientists believe that differences in institutions and

state policies are at the root of large differences in income per capita across

countries. There is little agreement, however, about what determines institutions

and government attitudes towards economic progress, making it difficult to isolate

exogenous sources of variation in institutions to estimate their effect on

performance.

• In this paper they use settler mortality as a instrument and show there is positive

relation between income per capita & institutions. In addition result is robust to

controlling for latitude, climate, cur- rent disease environment, religion, natural

resources, soil quality, ethnolinguistic fragmen- tation, and current racial

composition.


